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Due to its luxurious atmosphere , Mitchell-Anthony-Schupfis referre dto as "The Palace *'7. , -. .,

Mitchell-Anthon y-Schu pf opens
doors to open arms
BY REBECCA POLLARD
Staff Writer

More closely resembling the
Holiday Inn down;'the road than a
dormitory, the recently completed
new dormitory, comprised of Anthony, Mitchell and Shupf , has 141
senior residents and Dean of Resideritial Life, Paul Johnston, very
happy.
Til probably not live ih this nici
a place ever again...or at least not in
the next ten years," said Amy FO*rer
The spacious, cont emporary
complex was completed on August
15with exterior landscapingfinishing up the yearlong project Ori .Augiist 22. "I'vehad peopfesay they've

stayed in hotels that aren't this nice," 212 seniors in 1996-97. .
And this year's seniors seem to
said Johnston.
The construction that many West be adjusting.
"It would have been tragic if
Quad and Hillside residents woke
we'd come back this year and all my
friends had been off campus," said
Brendan Kearney '98, who recogI'll probabl y not live nized
the high percentage of juniors
in this nice a place
who study abroad.
Anthony, Mitchell and Schupf
ever again...or at least
y " not in the next ten
combine to house 141 seniors in 48
singles, 32 one-room doubles, six
years
quads and one five-man suite. Each
of the three wings has its own kitch- Amy Forrer '98
enette, a lOunge On each floor and
—
"
two lounges on the first floor. There
»
up to each morning last year has is a full kitchen in the basement of
drastically reduced the number of Schupf,the center dorm,along with
Studente living;off campus. Only 65 a multi-purpose function room; In
Colby students reside away from the spirit of the Heights Commu_vlayflowerHiUtWsyear,down f rom See NEW DORM oh page 4
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program soTf 'W': fivehimdreddol-:
lars in non-alcocial and cultural events. Joshua Woodf ork; holic funding front the College,
'97, the president of the Stu- Electionsfor these positionswill
dent Association in 1996-97 , be held on September 16.
proposed this division due to
.Blatz feels that the SPB will
his belief that these were two bring a boost to social life on camequally important, yet dis- pus, "We hope to provide evtinctly different facets of stu- eryone with lots of things to do
dent government. According on campus, chem-free and not
to Lovejoy Commons leader and chem-free, both by commons
SPB member Amanda Blatz '99, and individual dorms/'
"because of the division between
The SPB w*H convene every
!
legislative and social/cultural : Wednesday evening with manprogramming,we will be able to datory attendance. Time;will be
focus solely on (social program- ; allotted each meetingas an open
¦
ming this year." ; ' - ' ( -• >// forum where "anyone on camThe SPB willbe co-chairedby pus can voicetheirgripesorgive
the SGA Cultural Chair Walter :;' f s & faf r s x i i^
Wang'99andtheSGASocial Chair y -Dean''- off Sf^de^ti^jlti ice
Charles Costanza '98. The board '„ Kassmanisveryexcited about the
will consist of one representative potentialof theSPBandfeelsthat
front. -eajdh'tesidence hall, one 6f_ - , it will"put somecoherenceto our
campiisrepresenta
tive,theCoffee- social and cultural life here at
house program coordinator,' the ^^oHi^^ :^;; ;^ ^ ^ ; ^:;:' .

Senior apartment complex a consideration for Trust ee Board
;•

¦¦

BY AMY MONTEMERLO

News Editor

How would you like to have the opportunity to live in a

spacious, brand new; apartment-style complex with four or
five of your fr iends? Thisapartment would be f ully equipped
with a common living area , a full kitchen and . bath , and a

private bedroom for each occupant. Later this month/when
the Board convenes at Colby over Trustee weekend,September 26-28, the Trustees will vote to decide if this seemingly
ideal residential facility will become a possible home for a
number of Golby students.
Last December, President William R, Cotter established a
Task Force on Residential Life at Colby, This task force was
developed for the purpose of examining the residential life
program at Colby.Accprdmg to Dean of Residential Life P
Johnston, the work pf the task force focused on
relationship of two jprominenttrends which have occurred at

Colby within the past 20-30 years. The task force first recognized that the number of students studying abroad has significantly increased since the 1960s. Also, the task force
acknowledged that an increasing number of students have
indicated a desire to live off-campus. The task force came,to
the conclusion that these two trends are interrelated.Students
who study abroad during their junior year typically experience a high degree of independence, specifically in regard to
their housing situation. These students oftentimes return to
Colby to find on-campus housing options undesirable, and
request to live Off . campus,
Colby's philosophy of residential life has always stressed
the relationship between residential living and education. It
is believed that the majority of learning that takes place
outside the classroom occurs within the residence hall. Colby
feels that this type of learning requires a high level of upperclass leadership, and intellectua l and physical maturity. The
task force felt that due to the lack of upperclassmen in!the
residence halls, this residential learning was not able to reach

its full potential. Allowing so many upperclassmen to live off
campus was contrary to the goals of the college's residential
life program. According to Johnston; the college has recently
"seen the residence halls dominated by the first two classes
(freshmen and sophomores)... We wanted to change that tilt
and get some of the veteransback."
7 In order to address this issue, the task force proceeded to
recommend a number of alterations and additions to Colby^s
residential life program. One major recommendation was the
construction of an exclusively senior, self-governing apartment complex. The task force felt that such a complex would
fulfill student demand for greater independence, without
physically removing the Students from campus, Although
many details have not been finalized , Johnston believes that
the complex, if approved/would "not be a typical residence
hall, and not be governed like a typical residence hall." Also,
although Johnston does not see students completely f ree from
the college meal plan, students could have the option to
See APARTMENTS on page 4

An Intervfew wfth SGA
Pre sident Shannon Baker '98
Trustee Board^iledie^tej s Student
Union to Golby President

Over the summer, the Board of Trustees publicly announced its
unanimous decision to rename/the former Student Union in honor of
Colby President William R. Cotter*This decision wasprivate;Cotter was
not initially made aware of the change. On Friday, May 23, Over
Commencement weekend, Trustee Board Chairman Lawrence Pugh
surprised Cotter with the Board's decision in a public ceremony outside
of Cotter Union. Pugh based the Board's decision on the changes.Cotter
has mstituted during his tiiheatColby to "create new oppo^
students." (AM); . ,

Fall facult y music r ecital
scheduled for Septe mber 14

This Sunday,September 14 at 3 p.m., members of the Colby College
music faculty will perform a fall faculty recital; This Recital Will feature
Jean Rosenblum on flute,Mary Jo Carlsen on violin,RickBishoponbass,
Christopher White on saxophone, and Carl Dimow on guitar. This
concert is free of charge and will be held in Lorimer chapel. (AM)

Gotier to deliver State of the
College Address

Oh Mpniday,September 15,at 7p.m.,PresidentWilliamR.Cotter will
deliver his annual State of the College address to the student body. The
Address willalso feature Student Body President Shannpn Baker '98. It
will be held in the Page Commons Room. (AM)

New class schedule provides two
hour non-academic block

This week marks the implementation of Colby's new class scheduling system which was developed last year.^ The schedtde features an
increased number of evening labs and classes; It also provides a time
blockbetween the hours o^
are scheduied. Thisblock is, designed to allow students to participate in
extracurricularactivities,attend sports practices, or go to club meetings.
(AM) '¦ '¦ .
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7 BYAMY MONTEMERLO
News Editor

7 Echo: Why did you decide to run
for SGA president?
ShannonBaker: Ihavebeenvery
involved with campus issues for the
past three years and I wanted to
increase my involvement and make
a bigger impact at Colby. I have
been on many committees and also
a member of Hall Staff, so I felt that
while I did not have direct past involvement with Stu-A, I knew
enough about me school and the
student body that I could be a good
representative as SGApresident this
vear.
Echo: What are your major goals
for the year?
SB: My major goal for thisyear is
to be a good leader who canpromote
community and work with many
peopleto makepositivechanges that
will benefit the students. I will be
talking about more specific goals at
the State of the College Address
which President Cotter and I will
give on September 15 at 7pm.
Ec/io:What have you made, or
will make your highest priority this
year? What issue or campus topic
do you currently feel strongest
about?
SB: I would say that community
building is a major priority for me
this year and there are many people
in and out of.SGA who I am working with o|£ti__£lsSu<£ Witiunthe
area oi community braidingJill arid
I are focusing our efforts for the first
semester in two major areas. One is

building a pub on c^pus and the
other is loo_arigcloselya!t tiisapline
at Colby. We have formed a Pub
Task Forcethat willbe workingvery
hard this year to research and hopefully propose a detailed plan to the
Trustees on what students would
want in a pub on campus.
Echo: Do you feel that the division between the legislative and social branches of government will
work? Can you anticipate any ma-

IfMy dream is that

more students on
campus would use
SGA for what it is
really for.
- Shannon Baker '98

II

jor problems? Do you have any
majorconcernsregardingthis new
split?
SB: I am very excited about the
split of social and legislative
branches of SGA, and I have no
reservations. For one,it makes allot
our jobs easier because we can better focus on what we are interested
in within student government. Jill
and I can concentrate on legislative
issues without worrying about social life as much as past Stu-A presidents and vice presidents have. I
have already heard of many students \^ho are inl^stecti in being
vptingmemberson^^theStUderitPrbgramming Board arid this is very
exciting to me. I have a lot of confi-

y Ecnb file photo
SGA Pres. Shannon Baker '98.
dence that this board will change
social life for the better. By giving so
many people a voice in what goes
on, it should insure that there is a
very diverse, fun and jam-packed
calandar of activities.
Echo: If you could change one
thing about Colby, specifically in
the area of student government,
what would it be and why?
SB: My dream is that more students on campus would use SGA
for what it is really for. We were
elected torepresenteverypneonthis
campus, and if people were more
vocal and used the channels that we
have laid out to discuss issues and
make new policies at Colby, I think
that we would have a much more
activeand exciting four yearsat college. I want to encourage all Colby
students tpapprbachany SGAmember when they want to discuss issues or just tell us what they like
and don't like aboutthisschool. We
are a powet_ul^cIy oh campus but
we will be nothing unless students
use and trust us.Q

1997 COOT a huge success
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BY AMY MONTEMERLO
News Editor
As mainy Colby upperclassmen
were only beginning to think about
having to pack and leave for a long
car,bus, or plane trip back to school,
most of the newest members of
Colby's student body were already
involved on theirownadventuretrips.
Last week, the 27th annual Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trips (COOT)
wereheld for the new freshmanclass
of 2001, ¦
According to Assistant Director
of Student Activities Alex Chin'96,
and COpTProgramCoordinatorRaji
Gupta'99,this year was an extraordinary year for the COOT program.
With the exception of a few minor
injuries and unseasonably cool
weather, COOT¦ was
¦ an¦Overall
¦ ¦ success. ¦¦¦ . ¦' 7' ' . ' ¦, . "-• '• ; • ¦; ¦ • 'V ' 1 •' .' ¦, } ¦
COOTWps are designed to introduce first-year students to Colby> the
state Of Maine;and other members of
their class. Chin describes the purr
posb of the COOT program as"getting the students acaistOmed to the
Maineoutdbors... TJiere'sa lotpfneat
things you do up here." ; Chin also
maintained that One primary fdcusof
the COOT program is; to phy^cally
arid mentally separate the firstyear ,
students from the Colbycampuafor a
few days and ''they need to get aMy
:from ::C61b^ ''- ih>:order
•wa^f 'i/§$ ^
. 7;JiThisyeaiV' , orily^
the class of 2001 opted not to pahici-
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' Echo p hoto by Kristina Smith
These students are among the 99 percent of the '01s to
p t i i H H e &p ^
pate in COOT. This high participa- tainor rbadbikihg trips. OtherCOOT
tion rate of first-year students on trips Offered included exploration,
COOTtrips has f ollpwed an increas- comrnliniry s^
ing trend in the popularity of COOT. ¦ grams; Each GOOT trip included apIn 1975; the first year! Colby insti- ! proximately 10-12 Coolers; and Was
tuted the COOT program; ,15 stu- led by tiyo upperc^
dents participated by climbing Mt. ^'".leaders.-v v ' ; ; . / /f : : :y[ 777:i7{;7' . /
^
Katahdihjln 1095;the 25th anniver- y yy ;
^
sary of the COOT program; pver plea&edv^m/the
' ' high participation
550 incoming students chose to par- rate ih this yeair's progirarnas iwellas
ticipate in a wide variety of COOT7^jt rftt^
;
^7 ,^bute' : ': most:'bf! '^the 'vsuCces^^tb^tHe
/y Th\s ye^r ^^(^miOffered 49 i v;C<^t;iea<Jer^' Mcprding; 'tO^Cliin,
different C(^
i
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diffcrentabilii^i^yGis^
i '^ersfV^eall^
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New faces filling in
admini stra tive positions
BY RENEE LAJETJNESSE
News Editor
The students of 2001 are not
the only ones who have been adju sting to Colby over the past
week or so; the Colby administration is also sporting some new
faces this year.
Colby graduate Alex Chin '96
has ventured back to Mayflower
Hill as the Assistant Director of
Student Activities, replacing Susan Moore. Chin, who served as
social chair in his senior year and
is best known for bringing "the
Funk ," is excited to be back and
work at revamping the social
scene. His position entails serving as the COOT Program Director , the off-campus advisor and
the advisor of the newly instituted Social Programming Board
(SPB), which should serve as the
primary programming body of
social and cultural affairs this
year.
Chin's knowledge of the ins
and outs of his alma mater should
be beneficial in programming.
"Colby has a way of doing things
and you need someone who realizes that/' he said.
According to Director of Stu-

Winslow paper mill
completes layoffs

dent Activities and Assistant
Dean of Students; Ben Jorgensen
'92/ whom Chin will be working
with and assisting, "I can't think
of anyone better quialified to take
the lead than Alex."
Joining us in the Dean of Students Office as the new Associate
Dean of Students is Ronald

As of August 29,the last of 115workerswerelaid off at the KimberlyClark paper mill in Winslow. Three hundred twelve machinists, millwrights, paper workers and paper makers remain employed at the
plant. Although the layoffs are not good for the local community,
wprkers were somewhat relieved that the U.S. Department of Labor has
extended federalassistance to these workers,including help with training, a job-search allowance,relocation allowance and other re-employment services.

__

Colby has a way of
doing things and you
need someone who
realizes tlmt.
'Mex Cten '96

——- 3f

Hammond, whose main role will
be to supervisehallstaff. Hammond,
who joins Colb y from SUNY
Potsdam, has been working with
college residential life for fifteen
years. "I hope to get to know
C olb y well and have a successful
year with hallstaff and a success?
fill year with a number of academic initiatives planned for the
residence halls," including faculty
involvement.
Assisting Hammond is Pamela

Political action group formed
against sex offenders
7 Echo p hoto by Nathan Curtis
Alex Chin '96/
Tinto Pillay, the new Assistant
Director of Residential Life. Pillay,
who joins us from Rhode Island
School of Design, is residing in
East Quad with her husband and
son. According to Hammond, her
duties will include hiring and
training hallstaff and developing
programs in the residence halls.
In speaking of the new staff,
Jorgensen said, "I think we've
got some really outstanding
peopIe."Q

Value House Furn iture
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A political action group has been formed in Waterville to combat
sexual offenders. Parents Against Sex Offenders (PASO) has been
started by the father and step-mother of two boys who were sexually
assaulted in 1984 by Waterville resident Richard Sweet. Sweet, who
served six years of his ten-year sentence for sexually assaulting five
children in Winslow in 1984,was charged with the same crimes just two
weeks ago. The present charges allege that Sweet, along with Paul
Poulin (also of Waterville), sexually assaulted three male juveniles
between January 1996 and July 1997by luring boys into their video store
With pbrnographic movies, then seducing them upon the boys arousal.
PASO organizers say sex crimes against children are on the increase,and
new laws are needed. These include that stiffer penalties be given to sex
offenders , pedophiles serve their full terms. in prison and victims of
sexual assault and the entire community be notified when an attacker is
ready for release from prison.

¦

Winslow woman allegedl y
ra ped by . Iiy#

A 24-year-old Winslow woman told police she was raped early last
Sunday outside of her apartment. She allegedly went into her yard
around 2 a.m. to move her daughter's bicycle when she was grabbed by
five men who duct-taped her mouth before carrying her down the street
to some nearby bushes; She told police she was raped by two men while
the other three held Kei"down. Winslow Police Detective Giha Cabariiss
and Maine State Police Trooper Scott Ireland worked all day Sunday on
the investigation, but could find no hard evidence of the perpetrators.
Doctors said the woman tested positive for the presence of semen,
although they are still awaiting the results of a complete "rape kit test"
which will tell more about , the incident.
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Compiled by Renee Lajeunesse from the September 8 Morning Sentinel.
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NEW DORM, continued f r ompage 1 —.
nity Room,Johnston said this room will host
parties,lecturesand dinners.Six-personround
dinner tables will soon be added,as will dryerase boards for the outside of each door.
The main entrance offers a view of the
staircase winding up and around, exposing
thecathedral-likeceilings.Residentscanwalk
to their rooms or suites here, as the wings \o
Mitchell (left) arid Anthony (right) branchoff,
they can ascend the staircase or travel via
elevator. The three dormsare also connected
on each floor with long hallways lined with
cabinets or lounges with new television.
"You can tell a lot of research wentinto it,"
said Forrer.
Johnston agreed.
"It wasn't a nail-biting project because it
was so well prepared," he said,acknowledg-

:
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ing the extensive research compiled by the
architecture firm CBJ Co.
Oneexampleis making thebuilding condu<cive for what the company calls "Chance Encounters." The building was designed to increase thelikelihood thatresidentswilljusthappen to meetup with one another whilewalking
idown the hallwayor to a bathroom.The design
was modeled after one at Babson College but is
still modern for dormitory standards. Lists appear on the walls that count the number of
"ChanceEncounters"actually occurringinthese
iareas. Several list are nearly filled already.
"One of the goals was to increase the
amount of privacy students have with more
singles, suites with private bathroom and to
reduce the density in the bathrooms," said
Johnston, "We accomplished those very well."

A dedication ceremony willofficially welJohnston said the resident to toilet ratio in
come Anthony, Mitchell and Schupf to the
the dorm is approximately 3.5 to 1.
Each quad has it's own handicapped ac- Colby community with a reception and dincessible bathroom with tiled floors and walls ner on Friday, September 26.Q
and faux marble counter tops that coincide
with the individual dorm's color scheme.
APARTMENT
S,
"This is the best dorm on campus,",said
continued f r ompage 1
Hilary White '98 who lives in a Schupf quad,
prepare some meals on their own.
"Its best feature is that it's all seniors."
If the Trustee Board votes later this
But next vear. that Will char_er ___
month in favor of the senior apartment
In the works for next summer are plans to
complex, Johnston believes that construcrenovate Averill and Dana. Rooms will be
tion,beginning with site and ground work,
expanded, but the number of beds in each
could begin as early as this fall, to be
will actually drop — Dana, 210 to 162 and
completed by the Spring of 1999. This
Averill, 82 to 63. Following the existing quota
facility would be located between the
system, that will force underclassmen into
Heights and HiUside dprmitpries, behind
the rtew dorm. It will also mean about 100
Lorimer Chapel.Q
seniors will be living off campus.
_
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Features
Qrena

Home awa y from home
Does your dorm room seem a
little sterile? Tired of the same old
poster sale prints and age-worn
tapestries? Seeking inspiration?
Fear not: help for your gray
Formica floors and pastel
cinderblockwalls is dose at hand.
The key to transforming dormitory existence from drab to fab lies
not in expensive entertainment
centersorcolorftdh^tingsystems.
Great finds are waiting at local
second-hand shops: Ken-A-Set,in

What's the easiest way to pick
out a freshman from a crowd?
Follow the ringing backpack. As
if this campus weren't small
enough already,thelatestin campus must-haves is the cell phone,
spotted recently on the hips and
ears oi first-yearphone fiends.
What fueled this need for immediate Communication? Have we
gotten so lazy that we can't bear
to walk to a friend's room, or
even to a campus phone? Have
our memoriesgotten soshort that,
unless we passon that juicy bitof
G immediately, it will be long
forgotten by lunchtime?7More
likely, the explanation for this
sudden mobile mania lies actually in crafty marketing on the
part of local cellular phone dealers-—in addition to refrigerator
rentals, poster sales and Class of
'01 t-shirts. As they wandered
the campus with their parents,
this year's incoming freshmen
were offered great deals on ceilularphones.Apparentlymorethan
a few moms and dads thought
that mobile phones were a necessary part of first-year college existence. But for the . rest of us,
dealing with constant ringing
may prove more annoying than
last year's 6 a.m. constructionsponsored wake-up calls. (AG )

each of the Commons will host preparties, followed by steel reggae
band Jam Down in the Page Commons Room of the Cotter Union.
The Page Commons will also feature a cash bar and for this weekend only, your Colby ID will be
accepted as legal proof of age—in
Other words, no need t o run out
and get your Maine State just for
Saturday night. (AG)
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Destination: New York

Cell-outs

downtown Waterville; Spencer's,
in Fairfield; and loot's Jewelers, in
Wii_»lowarejust a handful of thrift
storesthat offer finds ranging from
la-z-boy recliners to velvet-framed
prints to 70's inspired discowear.
With a little creativity and imagination (and in the case of the clothing,
a few rounds in the dorm washer),
worn-outgoodscanberevivedand
reused. Pick out some fun fabric or
a tapestry and cover old furniture;
repaint an old trunk and use it as a
coffee table; revamp an old lamp
with a new shade. Everything you
create is guaranteed to be unique.
(AG)

JBrin g in 'da noise

...;as well as your towel and your
chair, because Dana Beach is the
venue for this year's First Day of
Loudness, beginning Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. Af ter two hours
of boozin'and schmoozin',thehunger pangs will probably be setting
in, so you'll be glad to know that
come 4 o'clock, it's feedin' timeDana lawn takes to the west,with a
western-style BBQ. From 6 to 9,

7fa*f^D__aries

Metric Motors , Inc.I
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Waterville , Maine 's
Aiiii / Saal
Mercedes^ ¦ J ; lllvai

f

Okay, I'll admit that it was overwhelming at first. The sheer size, the
numbers, the busy summer buzz signaling a community hard at work. I
was sure, as I caught the New York City glare for the first time,that it
would take a little while to adjust. And through the hot and sticky, slowcrawling season, somewhere in between dodging taxis on Broadway,
rollerbladers in Central Park and roaches (of all species) in downtown
clubs, I evolved from small-town college adolescence to a quasi-urban
(though still Eastpack-toting) existence. I now feel more comfortable
sharing the dance floor with drag queens, more confident in my cab ride
survival skills,more sure of my shot with the bottom of a flip-flop.In three
months, I became a step closer to honorary New Yorker status. For now,
though, as sad as I am to leave the fast-paced life of all-night clubs, neon
lights and black and white cookies, I will be comforted by the knowledge
that I have never once seen a roach in Maine. (AG)
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party on campus than there are off.
"We've gotta be on campus more,"
said Costanzo. Big plans for this
weekend? Definitely. "The tone of
the year has to be established early
on,"hesaid. ''Oncepeoplestartleayirig campus to party, if s hard to
bring them back." But working ortcampusalsomeansworkingwith—
and often times, against—College
rules and regulations. However,
Costanzo assures that the SPB—the
group that will prove largely responsible for social events—is "one
of the most influential bodies on
campus" and mat much of the social programming follpws a politicalprbcess. So if s not just fun and
games after all? Nb-^nless, of
course, yOU consider the tentative
upcoming Twister tournament anything less than a display of serious
athleticism. Costanzo knows that
Colby social life is not a matter to be
toved with. (AG)

Who: Charles Costanzo '98,SGA
Social Chair, Dana resident and
Twister fan. Wh/d he want the job?
After witnessing last year'snightlife
UteraUy hit the road, Costanzo envisioned more campus-based weekends. "I'd really liketo invigorate the

PROEI LE
Colby social scene in a year where
we sort of have: a blank slate to work
with," he said. What^she see for the
future of Colby nightlife? Costanzo
plans to use as maiiy Colby facilities
as he cart in order to make the campus sceiie attractive and fun for this
and for future years. He would like
upperclassmen to take an active role
in campus events and eventually
hopes to see "freshmen getting
weaned off of going off-campus." So
we'll be seeing a campus revival?

Echo file photo
SGASocial Chair Charles
Costanzo *98.
Feweroff-campus houses means that
the burden of off-campus activity
will fall on a few—which alone
should encourage campus events. In
other words,there aremoreplaces to

A Tale of Two Governments
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
AND ERIKA AYERS

Last January, JoshuaWoodfork
'97, president of the now disassembled Student Association,
wrote the constitution for the newly
implemented SGA, establishing
two separate governing bodiesone socialTslash-cultural and one
legislative."Before there was never
a largejcultural and social body of
the Student Government,it wasjust
all legislative," said SGA President
Shannon Baker '98. "In effect, [the
separation] defines the roles much
better;student government is much

more focused." Translation: Presidents' Council debates over snow
removal will rip longer interfere
with plans for Saturday night.
Does thismeanthat studentswill

admits. That is, don't expect quick
change or amy social miracles. Baker
has "no doubts"thatlife—social and
beyond—at Colby will improve.
Still, the burden of organizing and
promoting social eventswillincreasingly fall on individual glasses.
Baker cited senior class leaders
Allison Brown '98 and Monica
Staaterinaii '98asthemairiiplanners
of upper-class social events; As it
see an increase in on-campus social stands,while most of the legislative
events? Not necessarily. According fate will be determined by Baker
to Baker, while Woodfork laid the and Vice President Jill Marshall '98,
foun dations , the challenge now is only time will tell who accepts the
to build upon them. "If 11 be diffi- responsibility for our social wellcult to work through the kinks," she being.

^Bm^mBH

Moonlighting in Tennessee

When the University of Tennessee's AU-American quarterback
dropped trou in front of a female athletics trainer last year, he had no
idea he would be spanked with a $300,000 lawsuit alleging sexdiscrimination. Trainer Jamie Whited sued UT after the mooning
incident, citing gender inequities in both pay and treatment. Although
the university maintained that football player Peyton Manning had
"exposed a part of his buttocks to another athlete as a joke" while
Whited was in the room and that the action was not directed towards
her personally,UT did agree to settle the smt. Manning, top candidate
for the Heisman Trophy, was not actually responsible for coming up
With any share of the $300,000. Hewas,however,required to run up the
stadium steps as well as write a letter of apology to Whited as punishment. (AG):

Let 's go Barbie! ^
Looks like her days of shopping and riding around in her pink

plastic convertible are numbered— Barbie is off to college. America's
favorite doll will now become Aiherica's favorite sorority girl with
Mattel's introduction of University Barbie. But Mattel knows that all
work and no play makes Barbie a dull girl. The toy company promises
to fulfill "the fantasy of all little girls everywhere who dream of going
to college and experiencing the excitement of college sports." Seems
Barbie didn't make the team, thoueh: according to a press release.
University Barbie "sports a team sweater and skirt fashion complete
with pom-poms, ankle socks, and sneakers, just like a real college
cheerleader!" She'll wear logos and colors from nineteen universities,
including Duke,Georgetown,Michigan and UVA,and each institution
willreceive8per cent of the profits on dolls wearing its colors. Wonder
if she and Ken will stay together....(AG)
_ Cqmrnk^

MAINE-LY DAY TRIPS

15 Passenger van for hire • 873-7665

Malls, Coastal Areas, Sporting
Events, Freeport, Boston, etc.
Rockingham Mall, NH - 9/13
Your Plan, Our Van!!
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Form your own group or join one of ours.
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BYDANrvfAGCARGNE
A&E Editor
East Thursday night, after they
had showered and recovered from
their COOT Trips, the first-years
and their COOT leaders gathered
in the Page Commons room for a
night of music and comedy.
But before the new students
were allowed to .enjoy the comedy show, they Were forced to
learn the ever important Colby
song "Hail, Colby Hail/' In order
to facilitate this learning process,
members of Colby's a cappella
groups The Colby 8, Colbyettes,
The Blue Lights, and the Megalomaniacs took the stage and
stumbled through the song to its
memorable tune of "Oh Canada."
The first years then responded
with a rousing chorus ofthe song,
emphasizing the "Bum bum bum
bum bum" that occurs between
verses.
Once people had ceased their
singing, it was time for the chorus
to sit back and relax to the comedic stylings of Tony Vee, a Boston
native who has appeared on Conan
O'Brien, Seinfeld , and The Single
Guy. Vee opened his set with a bit
about "Hail,Colby,Hail" and how
the song would be stuck in his
head as he drove home and he
was right, because people were
still humming the song, albeit
under their breath so as not at
attract attention, at the end of the
show.
Though Vee pretty much kept
the audience's attention , he, selfadmittedly, had his share of dips
and doodles. There were several
moments when he would go off
on self-depreciating tangents,
which caused the audience to stare
back in dead silence. At each of
these dives, though, he was able
to work himself back up and grab
their attention again until they
were laughing for awhile.
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Our Alma Mater, Hail the Blue and Gray!

Comedian Tony Vee

./. 7

who threw a condom onto the
stage from the balcony, citing one
of several instances where Vee
interacted with the audience with
spontaneous, and often humorous, material.Q
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In all thy sons command.
With glowMghearts we; see thee rise
The True North strong and free,
,
Froiniar and wide, O.Canada/
' . Westand on guard for fhee7
God keep our, land
" Gldriotts and free, '
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O Canada! We stand on guard for thee.
s 7 JO Car,adat We stand on guard for thee!
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Towards the end of the show,
Vee ventured into the area of safe
sex and how at Dartmouth College they sell condoms in vending machines. This bit on the unfairness of making someone
choose between a snack and sex
was interrupted by a first-year
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across f r omPeople 's Heritage Bank

or

drop off wash-dry-fold service
open
7:30 - 9:00
Mon.-Fri.
¦
7:30 7:00
Sat.-Sun.
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Blue Lights
I Concert:
The
Hei
ghts
community room
I
¦
a September 12, 9 p.m.
Day of Loudness
I F^st
mber
¦
Septe
13, 2-4p.m .
J Dana Lawn
p.m
1374
September
.
M
-6
I I Page Commons Room
, B

Concert: Fall Faculty Recital
i 1
¦
Lorimer Chapel
7
¦ id <t m
p
| ^^^

Lecture: "Awakening the Buddha
Within"
Surya Das

Mrs. Brown
Railroad Square Cinema
Sept. 12 - Sept. 18, 5:00 p.m. and

September 12, 7 p.m,

also Sat ./Sun. at 1:20

Etty Hillesum

Box of Moonligh t

Bates College
September 11-13, 8 p.m. Trio
Jimmy Bruno
lin
Concert:
.
The
Center
Concert
Hall
O ^ts

September
September 18, 5:05,
7:10 and 9:15 p.m. and
3:00 p.m ,
also Sat./Sun. 12:55
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Gabbeh
Railroad Square Cinema
September 12 - September 18,7 p.m.
also Sat/Sun , 3:25 p.m.
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Concert: Tony Bennett and his trio
Hutchins Concert Hall
UMa ine Orono
September 12, 8:30 p.m.
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UNDER THE BLUE LIGHT...

Mighty Mighty

BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

Boss ton es

ECHO: How did you get hookedup with the Warped Tour?
DB: Warped tour? Well, we did
fourtoiirslastyear.Theylikeiis,welike
them,it'sagreat tou_:.Our kind of tour.
ThebandsonitweregreatWe'rehappy
to be a part of it.
ECHO:Were youbig fans of many
of the bands that played on it?
DB.Ilovedthebandsthatplayedon
it. Huge fan. I love Pennywise, Sodal
Distortion, The Descendants.
ECHO.I'm noticing a trend here.A
couple of years ago you played at
Lollapalooza.
DB:Yup.
ECHO:Do you do a lot of thosebig
bulk tours?
DB: If they ask us, and it coincides
with our scheduleand we likethetour.
We probably wouldn't do the Lilith.
ECHO:With Lollapalooza and the
Warped is there something different
abouttouiingonatourlikethatthanon
your own?
DB: Yeah,if s a lot different. You're
part of a package. You're part of a big
package tour.If sdifferent.Everything
you think is different is different.
ECHO:How long ago was it that
youdidtheConversecommercial?Ten
years?
DB:Idon'tknowifitwasten.Maybe
five or six.
i.| ECHO: How did you get involved
withthat?
DB:Timactua_lyworkedatastudio
that was taking part in filmingsome of
the other commercials. Larry Bird was
filming his commercial there, and the
guys making the commercial said,
We're looking for a band/ and Tim
said, Tm in a band,' and they said,
'Okay you can try out.'So we tried out
and it was pretty good. It was all right.
Theydidn'tmakeuskiss thesneakeror
youknow, profess our love. We kinda
just talked about ourselves.
' ECHO: After that did you keep
touring around Boston? Did you get
much publicity out of the commercial.
DB:Afterthat,thatcommercialgave
usmoneyihorder forus toquit ourjobs
and go on the road, and thaf s exactly
what we did. We spent time traveling
from city to city and building a following—having a good time.
ECHO:A friend of mine just came
back from Japan and he says you are
pretty big over there.
DB:WeloveJapan. If s a nice place.
ECHO:Whaf s itlikeforyoutoplay
in Japan? Is there a language barrier or
iseveryonesingingalongandskanking?
DB:Theylike tlie music and I tlrink
they think of Hie lyrics as just another
sound and,you know. Yeah they sing
along, they love it. Japan's really hipto
us.
ECHO: Do you think that a ska
show brings about a certain pleasure
that has been absent in music over the
past couple years?
DB: I think that's really well put. In
fact,if you couldsay thatlsaid that,that
would be cool. I think that you'reright
on the ball. I agree wi th you.
ECHO: I've been to several ska
shows in the past couple of weeks and
it is so much belter than going to
Lollapalooza fiveorsixyearsagowhere
all these people are stand ing around...
DB: And bummed out.
ECHOiOrmoshingandkillingeach

other.
DB:Yeah. I think that the moshing
and killing eachother thing still kind of
exists, but I think people are having a
much better time at shows. Like the
Warped Tour this yearwasa really fun
time.The RiverRave was a good time
too, I thought.
ECHO: Definitely . That was fun,
but there wasn't as much of the violence...
DB: If s a reaction, like you say, to
thenegativitythathasexistedyouknow,
in musicand the way music has been
for a little bit now. And so, I think if s,
youknow,anaturalreactionandwhen
people have too muchfun it will probably change back to lef s be depressed

thatarearoundnowliketheAllstonians
or Bim Skala Bim did you play with?
Did youhave multi-band ska tours?
DB: Not really. We're gonna tour
with Bim Skala Bim for the first time.
ECHO:Youinvited themtoplay at
Great Woods earlier this year too.
DB: Yeah. They deserveit. They're
a great band and they've really been
behindBostonandtheBostonscenefor
so many years. Now we're trying to
givethemahtderecogrationTakethem
on the road and help them out.
ECHO: Why don't you think
they've gottenthe recognition?
DB: They don't tour the way we
tour,I think. They make great albums,
but I don't think, they haven't really

By now, most people have heard of the Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
whetheritbe through theConverseChuckTaylor'scoirnneraaltheycMin
the early nineties,their cameoappearanceinthemovieCluelessortheirnew
album,T_ef sFacelt/ from wWchthesingles The Impression ThatlGef and
The Rascal King' were given a plethora of radio play this summer. Over
Labor Dayweekend,I caught up with frontman of theband,Dicky Barrett,
at the Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom.
As we escape the sound check to the humidity of the September
afternoon, Barrett lights up a Merit cigarette and relaxeson the steps. After
a summer of touring on the Warped Tour, with bands such as Social
Distortion and Reel Big Fish,he looks tired and worn out as he wavesto a
crowd of fans who havegathered at the back of the building hoping for a
glimpse of him.
ECHO: Constantly? Because there
was a wholelot of it.
DB: He asked for gum and thaf s
what theybring. I think Bazooka gum
is really cheap.
ECHO: It's a little different than
playing TT's [the Bear's, a club in
Cambridge, Mass]?
DB: It's nice. I mean TT's is a nice
lace,
they treat you good there.
p
ECHO: I mean the difference in
what you receive.
DB: Well,we're on the road,you
know. I mean you show up to a
place and you're gonna be hanging
there all afternoon sound checking
and doingtWs,sothe_earesomethings
you need,like lunch.
ECHO: Was it similar when you
wereworkingon Clueless?Iheard stories about the catering for movie sets
and how ridiculous they are.
DB: I suppose they are and video
sets are the same way. People in that

II N D E P E N D E N T , I
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and grunge out.
ECHO: Thaf s definitely true. Do
you think thatwhenyou'reuponstage
and you're watchingpeople react that
waytoyourmusicinthepositivesense...
DB: I love it. You get energy from
energy. People are getting into something you've created. You can't help
but feel good about that andthenreact
accordingly.
ECHO:Backmtliebeginning,when
you first started, you were originally
called the_tosstonesandnottheMghty
MightyBosstones?
DB: Yeah. Then we made tlie album. 'Devil's Night Ouf was the first
time we called ourselves the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones.
ECHO: What brought about the
Mighty Mighty?
DB.Weheardthattiierewasagroup
in the fifties that called themselves the
Bosstones,and wejustwantedtoavoid
any confusion.
ECHO: So, when you were the
Bosstones, that was a couple of years
after Bim Skala Bim and tlie Toasters
formed?
DB: Yeah. A little bit. Not much.
Yeah.A littlebit. About that. Two years
sounds r
ight.
ECHO: Did you know them?
DB:Yeah,reallywell. Yeah.Iwasin
anotherkindaskabandwithabunchof
people from different punk rockbands
in Boston called the Cheapskates.Very
similar,but certainly not as good. A lot
of fun. It was mostly a reaction to a lot of
straight edge music that was going on
at the time.We werelike,you know, the
bad boys of the whole thing. Bim Skala
Bim used to giveus, theCheapskales,a
lot of shows.
ECHO: How many of these bands

business really go off on catering, you
know?I think more and better movies
wouldbemadeifthey'ddiminatesome
of the catering.
ECHO:Because I knowthat when
1_ef s Face If came out you released
another EP called 'Ska Core,The Devil,
and More.'
DB:When 1_ef s Face If came out?
ECHO: Thaf s when I began to see
it around the stores.
DB: Nah. That's an old Taang.
ECHO: I was wondering if you
were trying to get some of your
newer fans into your older stuff as
weu.
DB: We have a pretty good history and I'd like people to be into it
and know our past, not just 'Let's
Face It/
ECHO: Yeah, because your live
stuff's been going on for so long.
DB: Oh yeah, and they'll go on
for a few more years too.Q

properly toured.

ECHO:WhatabouttheAllstonians?

Iheard somewhere, a rumor,that you

guys have some sort of a rivalry witli
them or that they started a rivalry with
you.
DB:If they started a rivalrywithus,
if s somethingwe're not aware of and
it's a dumb idea too, to begin
with...rivalries in music are stupid. We
dowhat wedoandweappreciatewhat
other people do.
ECHO: Keeping on the Boston
trend, in Tlie Rascal King' you talk
about_heformermayorofBoston,right?
DB: Right. Exactly. Mayor James
MichaelCurly.
ECHO: What made you decide to
wr
ite a song about him?
DB: I've read a lot about him and
he's kindof a heroif yougrowup IrishCatholic in Boston like I did. A hero to
my people.
ECHO: Ir
t what part of Boston did

yougrowup?
DB:Igrewupfifteen milesor thirty

miles outside the city, in Norwood. I
moved when I was seventeen to Jamaica Plain.
ECHO: Why did you move to Jamaica Plain?
DB: I wanted to be in Boston. I
wanted to go to shows and see bands.
ECHO: Who were you listening to
back then?
DB:OhGod, back then? Tlie DogmaticS/ DelFuegoS/ thehard-corepunk
bands, SSD, FUs,EYS.
ECHO: Back at the [WBCN River]
Rave I noticed that you requested a
bunch of Bazooka gum.
DB: Joe Giltleman chews Bazooka
gum.
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Revam ped thea ter read y for busy season
i

BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

This f a\\,be prepared to be bombarded from all directions with quite
a diverse range of theater, for what
promises to be one of the busiest
seasons in Performing Arts and
Powder & Wig history. Last year
both organizations sold out almost
every show and offered the Colby
community a range from aliens to
restoration comedy and intense
drama to children's theater. This
year's schedule looks to offer a similar, if not stranger, spectrum.
Over the summer,workers were
in Strider Theater from 6 a.m. until
4 p.m: five days a week, helping to
installthe new state-of-the-art lighting system that will aXlow new effects for shows as well as better
running lights for "techies" in the
wings and catwalk. This new system replaces the .outdated one that
was installed back in 1976, making
Colby's lighting possibilities "the
envy of many other colleges/' according to Adjunct Associate Professor Tim Thurston.
Strider's new system is now networked throughout the whole theater, allowing students to work on
their designs from all oyer the theater as opposed to the old system
where students used to stand in the
booth alone, "I hate to draw the
analogy between computers, be-

cause what we had before wasn't a
computer, per say, but imagine if
you were still using a Mac 512 to do
your homework and for word processing," said Thurston comparing
the old system to the new.
The season will kick off on October 1 with a touring production of
the National Theater of the Deaf s
production of Henrik Ibsen's "Peer
Gynt," which will be the first production with the new system. The
National Theater of the Deaf ,
founded in 1967, performs their
shows with spoken words and sign
language simultaneously and will
be touring with dancers trained by
the Pilobus Dance Company.
Af t er "Peer Gynt," Powder &
Wig will start off their season with a
new approach for the club,albeit on
which will be used twice this year,
where two shows willbe performed
in a repertory style, meaning they
will run concurrently on alternating nights.
"Doing shows in rep presents
special challenges, and I look forward to seeing how those problems
are solved. Hopefully...,the lessons
learned this year will advance the
quality of theater at Colby," said
President of Powder & Wig Eric
Sandler '00.
Annie Kuniholm '98and Michele
Machalani '99 will be directing
David Mamef s adaptation of Anton
Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya" and Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of Vir-
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ginia Woolf?" respectively from
October 23 through November 1.
According to Sandler, "this season
is the most ambitious and exciting
in Powder and Wig history. We're
doing more shows than ever before .
The club has an extremely talented
group of directors."
Powder & Wig'sproductions are

Nothing."FromNovember 13to 22,
Perfonhing Arts will present 'The
Last Days of Don Juan " by Tirso de
Molina directed by Associate Professor Joylyn Wing, chair of the Performing Arts department and Adjunct Associate Professor Dick
Sewell's adaptation of Calderon's
"The Phantom Lady." Both of these.

Michael de Ghelderode's surreal
comed y "Columbus " was performed last year.
'Tm really excited about these two
shows,"saidThurston. T thinktherep
idea is a great idea,it poses a real challenge for us... but if s a great way to do
theater and have.a large number of
audience members see theater over a
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Doug Lyon s '97, Eugene Buono '97, and Shelley Wollert in "Mud."
not the only ones in rep this fall,
however,, as Performing Arts revived the style for the first time in
four years' when they performed
Caryl C__urch _^s v/Top Girls" and
Shakespeare's "Much Ado About
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more compressed period of time."
Tickets will be available for the
National Theater of the Deaf's production of "Peer Gynt" at the
Rimnals Box Office the week of the
show.Q ,

shows present a swashl-uckling Spanish theme,where "...Don Juan"willbe
amoremodernshowwhile'ThePhantom Lady? is muchmore of a period
piece,ffoth will go Up in therevamped
Strider,whereSewell's adaptation of
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And parking for all?

First fewer people are let oif campus, then the few that do lose
their parking spaces - or so it seems.
Safety and Security has instituted an open parking policy that
classifies all students the same. This means commuting students have
to fight like the rest off us for spots, or be banished to the Physical
Plant lot. The change was triggered by the reduction in off-campus
students and the premise that open parking would be easier for all.
However, commuters should be given some special consideration.
Unlike on campus students,commuters are not assured a parking
space when they reach the Hill. Nor can they walk back to their dorms
if they forget a notebook or student ID. They have to run to their cars
and make mad dashes back into the city. Furthermore, no commuter
willbe sitting in the same spot for days, even weeks at a time because
they actually use their vehicles. So it makes sense to designate them
their own slots which will fill and empty on a much quicker basis than
the normal student spaces.
Security has already offered to reevaluate the situation, but is
asking that all students give the new system the opportunity to work.
The new open system does have its benefits, such as commuters can
actually get better spaces than the ones designated by the football
field. It also frees up security workers who would be otherwise
having to check to see all students are parked where they should be.
However, Security is willing to reinstate sixty to sixty five spaces
should the need arise throughout the Roberts and Foss parking lots.
For the time being, the signs designating commuter parking will
remain.
Therefore, on-campus students should leave these slots available
for off- campus students. No one likes to hike a mile to class, and for
all the off-campus students do for overall social life, the least they can
have are parking spaces.

SPB key to social life

Last spring, when Student Association President Joshua
Woodfork '97 envisioned the future of Colby campus life, he
doubted its prosperity. And with good reason. Woodfork saw
weekend events move further and further away from campus— a
trend manifesting itself with a greater number of health center
visits, drunk driving arrests and incidents of assault— not to
mention messy basements and angry neighbors. Woodfork listened to students complain about the state of the social scene as they
hopped into their cars and cruised to Pleasant Place. Something had
to be done.
And so Woodfork wrote the constitution for the now-active
Student Government Association (SGA). To remedy what had
become seen as undesirable nightlife options, he included a division of the SGA intended to look at social programming— the
Social Programming Board (SPB). The SPB, by design, allows
greater student control over weekend events. More students are
called to participate, which will, in turn, mean that more students
are represented. And because the SPB is largely a democratic and
representative body, it will require active student input. To ensure
its success, the SPB needs your help.
Take advantage of this opportunity to take an active role in your
own social life— run for a position on the SPB. Elections will take
place Tuesday, September 16, and one candidate from each residence hall will be chosen. We need to act how to ensure the revival
of Colby campus life bef ore it's too late.
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Letters
Credit where credit is due
As I write,we have just completed
oneofthesmoothestandmostcomprehensive Orientation Programs ever.
Although the Office of Student Activities coordinatesthis program,wecould
not do it alone.I'd like to takea minute

to thank all of the electricians,
gtound_<_Tew,phimbers,painters,carpenters, custodians, dining service workers,
COOTLeadeis,SGA;Hall Staff and other
upperclassstudents,facultyand otherstaff
whomade Orientationpossible. With-

out you, Colby could never do these
amazing things it does. Thank You!
Ben Jorgensen
Assistant Dean of Students
Director of Student Activities

Op inions

More residents make stron ger campus
tithose on the Hill is debatable, but it
BY MIKE TRUMAN
can
c not be disputed that off-campus
Editor-in-Chief
v the place to be at night. This left
was
an often desolate home campus,and
Now that "the Palace" (Mitchell- increased pressure on all seniors to
Schupf-Anthony) is in place and entertain the rest of the student body.
major renovations have been done While seniors should be looked to
(or will be done) to the rest of the for leadership, it is not their job to
campus, you'd think the College provide a social life for the rest of
would be looking for a rest. Not so! the college on a day to day basis. In
While the ground is still being bro- addition, with so many juniors
ken, Colby will propose that an ad- abroad, the Hill became a firstditional housing unit be built at the year/sophomore campus, and the
Trustees' Meeting at the end of this lack of accumulated maturity
month.This leads to some concerns showed. The balance was out of
that the College is still making a
move to an all-residential campus.
This new proposed
But what exactly is wrong with that?
Before this discussion gets too building would halve
heated,the proposed new dorm will
off-campus students.
not immediately lead to an all-residential campus. The Palace added a
substantial amount of beds, but the whack, and Colby residential life
campus-wide renovations, particu- suffered.
The new proposal hopes to help
larly to Dana, will bring the total
beds back to wlierewe began, leav- remedy that. The new "dorm" is more
ing half the senior class off-campus. like a condo complex than anything
This new proposed building would else. Billed as the Senior Apartments,it
halve the off-campus number, but would hope to replicate off-campus
living while keeping a senior presence
not eliminate it.
However, is a healthy off-cam- on the Hill. The rooms would be
pus population beneficial for the equipped with kitchens,bathrooms,
College? The answer appears to be and every other normal facet of an
no. Last year Colby endured one of apartment. It would also retain some
its weakest social events calendars autonomy and form its own council
because it could not compete with for dealing with in house issues. The
off-campus events.Whether the off- College would essentially step back.
Some will argue tha t autonomy
campus events were better tha n

or not, just being on-campus deprives them of real world experience. That is true. Living in town
indeed helps students bond with
the community. However, Colby is
also a community. These same experiences can be had on campus as
well as off, and Colby needs its upper-classmen to be the best community possible. Waterville needs our
business,but could probably remain
a strong community without us actually living there (with the obvious
exception of the landlords.)
Ultimately, such construction
affects those who remember how it
was more than those yet to come. At
Colby, we have been trained since
our freshmen year that off-campus
living is something we want. Yet at
Bowdoin, the reverse is true. Prior
to the construction of its new eight
story dorm, sophomores were banished to the fringe, while upper
classmen enjoyed living on-campus.
At UConn,it is the norm for seniors
to room with first-years! That
sounds ludicrous to us, but it is
perfectly reasonable to thembecause
that's what they were taught. Colby
students will adjust to a decreased
off-campus presence just as we adjusted after the demise of fraternities. If a decrease in off-campus living leads to a greater quality of life
to the fifteen hundred living oncampus, it's a trade-off we should
be willing to make.Q

Beware of Mainers bearing petitions
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Editor-in-Chief

In a democracy, the people are the
ultimate weapon. While leaders are
elected to take care of policy,when the
people deem them out of touch on
particularissues, there is a way to circumvent the government. It is known
as the citizens' referendum. But how
often is a citizens' referendum truly of
imesmust
thepeople?And howmanyt
it fa ilbeforethe idea isf inally scrapped?
Recent developments in Maine are out
to testtlieboundaries,and are ma king
its people reconsider the political process of tlie citizens' referendum.
This past summer has shown two
examples of referendum overkill. Tlie
firslinstanceiiivolvesJolinMichaeland
his drive to alter ballots in order to
inform voters how each cand idate
stands on term limits (also known as
thescarletletterbill).AsQuestion#1on
last November's ballot, it did receive a
majority vote. However,it wasthrown
out in court after it was; challenged. I
don't wish to revisit the issue in its
entiretyattliistime,butiti88ufficientto
say it had no chance of passing constitutional muster. Then why is Michael
leading a second chargewhile not significantly reworking the question?
He claims his new bill is different

because it rewards those who make
promises to termlimits (with a "signed
term limits pled ge" next t o t he
candidate's name) and punishes those
who break them (with a "broke term
limits pledge"). OK, he's taken a more
positiveapproadi,buttlieissueremains
the same, and that is tagging a candidate with labels on the ballot. It is this
part of the plan that caused the first
proposal to be tossed in the first place,
so what on earth makesliimbelievethe
courts will look at this scheme any
more favorably? However, he's going
to try and will spend $50,000 to get tlie
51,131signatures totriggeranotherreferendum.
He's not the only die-hard activist
who simply can't takea hint.Thebrothers Peter and Paul McCloud of Kittery
have been trying for three years (and
have now failed three times) to preservea 72acreplotof landknownas tlie
Town Farm Forest. This "brawl" between thebrothersand tlietown isover
how to manageit. Kittery isn't looking
to turn it into a parking lot; it merely
wants to decrease growth and create
some recreational walks. The brothers
want it untouched, period. However,
lottery'sresidentsdonot feel the same.

Tlie idea behind the citizen's referendum, is sound,bu t the employment
is not, Most people have a democratic
spirit, and when a hopeful petitioner
asks for a break, many wonder how it
canhurt?However,it isuptothepeople
to stop fllis nonsense from ever seeing
the light of day.
Remember, just because it is
called a citizens' referen dum does
not mean the "citizens" are truly
behind the measure.51,000 is a small
percentage of the actual populace,
but it is a respectable number for a
special interest group. With slick
market ing bad ideas can make
progress,and in Michael's case,even
succeed. Most of the voting public
does not research referenda, and
their knowledge of the issue can be
sorely lacking at the ballot. Furthermore, referenda are often worded
in such ways that make the decision
for the voter.
. So next time someone throws a
petition in your face, read it carefull y, Ask for clarifications on some
issues or statements that seem contradictory. Don't be afraid to inquire deeply into the group sponsoring it and don't fall for the fair
The last vote saw the McClouds losing chance line. Stopping these ill-fated
by a two to one margin,but come next projects before they begin can save
summer Kittery will have to defeat time, money, and good public
them yet aigain.
policy.Q

Your towel or mine?
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

As we all grow older and mature into adult life, we have to adjust our lifestyles to fit the real world.
Certainly Colby is not the real world,
but that is no reason why we cannot
act just as mature (or hopefully more
mature) than those who have entered into the great beyond. And
nothing screams maturitymore than
co-ed bathrooms.
Presently, there are not that
many because it is something that
all dorms have to vote on individually, usually by floor, and unanimously before something like that
can pass, which, inevitably, means
that there will always be those one
or two people who are adamantly
against showering in the same general area as someone of a different
gender. What is so absolutel y
apalling about showering in a stall
next to the opposite sex? It's not as if
one person is staring directly at the
other, opening the curtain just to
sneak a quick peek.
Some people would claim that
they are shy and don't want their
bodies seen by anyone else. Perhaps they are ashamed of their
bodies or maybe they have a
birthmark in the shape of a yak
or President Nixon which they
would prefer to keep hidden
which is absolutely understandable.
That is why we have shower curtains. It is very possible to go into
the bathroom, hang your towel up,
go into the shower stall, close the
curtain, take your robe (or whatever you wear to the shower) off,
hang it on the hook outside the stall
(making absolutely sure that you
cover every bit of your body with
the curtain so that no one can see
below your adam's apple), and t hen
turn on the water. Now, this may
affect some students' current system of showering. But remember,
sometimes change is good.
Wh at if a man or a woman
decides s/he wants to walk
a roun d t he ba t hroom naked , and
someone in the dorm has no desire to see any other naked bod y
bu t their own ? Well, simple, don 't
look at them. How difficult is
t hat ? You take your shower, making special care not to poke your
head out of the cur t a in in t he
midd le jus t to make sure that
there is no naked bod y . It' s not
l i ke t h i s person is going to grab

you by the face , force your eyes
open and make you stare at their
uncovered naval or chest. Who
does that? No one. For those of
you who do walk around the
bathroom naked, please remember that most rooms have mirrors
where you can admire your nude
body for hours on end where no one
will care (that or go ask the art department if they need any models).
Maturity is not that difficult
of a feat to achieve. If you can't
picture a naked bod y without
giggling, then perhaps you
should go look at some Renaissance art or take a biology class
because breasts, penises, vaginas,
whatever, are all natural parts of
the body.
Of course , there are always
the people who have a problem with going to the bathroom next to someone of the
opposite sex, but there are just
as many peop le who have the
same problem with someone
of the same sex. A lot of people
will be in the middle of doing
their thing in the stall when someone will walk into the bathroom.
Instead of going on with their business, the person in the stall will try
as hard as s/he can to pretend that
s/he is not there. They will sit
perfectly still and hope, with absolute dead fear, that whoever
has just walked into the bathroom will not see their feet under
the stall, or, God forbid , that the
person will need to use the stall,
which means that they will
even take the adjacent stall (forcing the first person to wait until
they are done before s/he can
continue). If you are one of these
peop le, and there are a lot of
you out there, perhaps there is
someone you can talk to about
this p henomenon b ecause it
probabl y doesn 't matter what
gender the other person in the
bathroom is.
Hey,theseareall natural problems,
but sometimes you just haveto loosen
up a bit becauseit all comesdown to a
seriousmaturity level.Whether itis coed bathrooms or drinking responsibly
we all have to look out for each other,
and anything that will facilitate this
communal living must be a good
thing. Plus, in the real world, if you
live in a real apartment with real

roommates who just may be of a
different gender, you have to share
the ba throom then, so why not start
now and get used to it?Q

"Meatin g" new people at Colby

Is how y ou look the only f actor?

ranked the looks of employees of Danish
advertising companies using photographs
Staff Writer
from promotional materials and then compared that to the individual and company 's
This weekend marks the beg inning of success. The stud y found that the compathe new fall season of television, broug ht nies with the best looking workers did the
to us by our newly installed cable system. best, and that attractive employees tended
What better way to kick it off than to have to generate more business for their compaa beauty pageant. This year, however, that nies.
So what? Anyone could tell you that your
is not the ri g ht term for the famous event.
The Miss America pageant, which will air appearance will determine how peop le will
on ABC at 9:00 p.m. Saturday, September react to and relate with you. The question
13, has received a great deal of attention is, what does this mean at Colby ?
over the last few weeks. ,
If the past is any guide, one of the most
The interest comes because starting this popular publications on campus this week
year the contestants will be able to wear is the "Faces and Places" book. The intended
two-p iece bathing suits in
purpose is to let first years
the swimsuit portion of the
identif y the names of the
event. With the change in
hundreds of peop le they
First-years
attire comes a new name.
have met over the last two
No longer is this a beauty
heware : access
weeks. The other use of the
pageant. I n s t e a d it is a
book , one that the Dean of
to the "meat
Students office would
scholarship competition.
book"
becomes
probabl y not condone, is its
These young women will
use as a dating guide for
no longer be called "beauincreasingly
new students. First years
tiful" or "gorgeous," but
important in
beware: access to the "meat
" t a l e n t e d " and "c o n f i the
days
book" becomes increasdent. " Despite the effort to
make the change, I think it
leading to the
ingly important in the days
leading up to the first semiis safe to say that the funfirst semidamental aspects of the
formal later in the month.
. formal.
What the Miss America
event will remain the same.
The changes in the pagPageant , the advertising
c o m p a n y stud y and t h e
eant serve as an indication
of our culture 's focus on
meat books have in comhow peop le look. In the best selling book mon is the underl ying issue of how we
Reviving Op helia: Saving the Selves of Ado- jud ge each other. As much as I hate words
lescent Girls , Mary Piper raises the concept that end in -ism, the term lookism seems to
of lookism. Piper states that in our culture fit. While we have not reached the point
external appearance determines how one is where we need a new Task Force to stud y
accepted by others in society. With the con- lookism and then report back to a subcomcentration of people in larger communities, mittee of a committee under a council on
and weaker bonds between them, one's ap- campus, we could all benefit from an open
pearance is often the sole determinant of how mind. Leave the jud gmental part of you at
you are accepted by others. In smaller com- home when you go into your classes, extramunities you are more likely to know curricular activities and dining halls. First
people ih a larger context. For instance, in impressions are.deceiving, especially on a
smaller towns you know that the boy in resi d ential ca mpus wh er e y o u will se e peop le
your math class is also the son of the grocer ih all possible moods, and where very few
and his moth er does legal work for your skeletons remain hidden in the closet. We
parents. As any fir st year student at Colby c an a ll think abou t h ow we rea ct to new
could tell you , on e of the first things you fa ces and how we treat our colleagues. The
notice upon arriva l is that almost no one goal at Colb y shou ld not b e residen ce hall s
knows you from your life before COOT. filled with clones from the L.L. Bean catalog,
What people of ten first rely upon to catego- but rather a diverse mix of people who do not
rize peop le is, their appearance. As any ca- feel compelled t o change their way s t o fit in
reer counselor woul d tell you , the first im- with everyone else. ',
This may be a lot to ask of college stupression is key—and appearan ce is a large
dents , especiall y consi d ering the im ages of
part of that.
A recent stud y reported on National normalcy we have accepted, b ut if we are all a
Public Radio f o u n d a direc t correlation little more aware of who, and not what , we see
be tween the attractiveness of emp loyees before us it will make life a little more enjoyand the suc cess of their firms. The s t u d y able on Mayflower Hill.Q

BY KOL HARVEY

Describe your registration experience in 8 words
or less.
"It' s like ea t ing ice cream '
throug h your nose."
John Maddox '99

"It's like being in the DMV
igain."

Alex Moskos '00

"I wish they had cookies."
Christina Scannapiego '99
¦
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"Niagara falls in a barrel."
Jill Huntsberger '99 (right), Kea Watson '99
Echo photos by Kristim Smith
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";/i^; rte '^C"^Silence is a powerful force in this
j^ti^W^e
The
v^^
entire cast creates imir^vie.
- &&?:&&w _rsy^g^*^
^
pressive moments of tension in
^-jqi ^m ^^s ^^p ^i^^^x ^i^
to the one Al Fountain leads,
which the raising of ah eyebrow,the
' V. ^y :iyB^MM&ryAM
scratch of a pen, or a swallow of
7
:
^dt^e^^p ^te^^rh ^Am
water can speak volumes.
pWif iom^ii^^af ^pf i/ ^ ^
The charm of this movie is its
" .JohhTinlrarf ^
;
^e^^om)00^0^^M^- f^
powerful subtlety—the drama and
ognizab^hiche'for 'himself' $a w^t e^priences^Mghf be use^
the humor usually remain pleasindependentcinema,mos&y&y. M' to/t^kchVeachother^ Theiif
vt
antly understated—which gives
playing characters makd^istd4 buddy relatio^hCp,sMpi^ $to,
great strength. The Queen's posi,|he be ah odd .one with ihe early
to^and ^uh^mfortable:^t_i"
fom
tion of detachment from other
worldaxpm^dA^ p i0P iO
^
' co^^tgMngway^|.reai#aM^
j
people lends itself, to this effect. A
most
f recent ;mm. Boxyf/ty om- t6 a ^mtit&vrespectfand-adora, ," ¦;. '- J. ~ ; *y.- - .- x *^ " <\ ,
moment in which the Queen aban%^,Tiurtubro occupiesthis{^cSe tionv.
, Mijch of ihis, resolufioj i ardons the royal custom of talking
agak/ this time as Al Fountain)
sult of t|eircMce
about herself in the third person is
an upiaght electrical engineer r^eilaslivre
itself moving, no matter what she
unable to find i comtoaMe e^ount'er ;,w ;ith \f§,1listers,
'
says, and Brown's ability to break
j .l^ce either at work or at home Flpa-tie -aictd'. Furlenfe puy>$e,
through this facade creates the basis
with hiswifeDeb (AhnieCbrely) played , by Catherine Keener
for their friendship.
arid son Bobby (Alexander* mxd,Lisa Blount. TliiS i e^cpiinAnother marvellous character,
Goodwin)^ When a field jobgets ter,;wrdc^ le^ds toa buildi%-of
the charmingly insidious Disraeli,
canceled early. Al decides t6 use a friendship between the i^our,
never caught without a smirk on his
the bonus money provided -by assists in Fouiitam's ^itiempt to
face, helps to incorporate the politihiss emplbyer for a brief solitary escape , -his, feeling.? of; being
cal world with Victoria'sprivate life.
vacationthat leads him to.meet oyerwhelmedandfprqeclWo a
The audience gets dragged into the
with Kid {Sam Rockwell)and> personadity he doesn't want^to
political hob-nobbing scene as well
surprise, discover portions of be. Fountain understands-how
when one scene,guaranteed to make
you laugh,segues quickly to a party
resounding with laughter, literally
plunging the audience into a seeming interaction with the Victorian
public.
Mrs. Brown impressively combines lively entertainment with
Photo courtesy of Miramax Films artistic power and dignity. The
set, the lighting, and the music
The film centers around Queen as a widow, but not as a political are beautiful but never distractVictoria after her husband Prince figure.The film brilliantly balances ing. A subtly chilling paranoia
Albert's death from typhoid in 1861; its focus between the Queen's se- seems to surface in John Brown
Victoria reigned as England's ma- eluded personal life and the devel- from time to time, a nd the film
triarch during one of its most pros- opments in the political world which itself keeps a subternean eeriness
perous periods, yet her power and feels the absence' of its figure-head. rig ht beneath the surface.
privilege became her burden when The pertinent political issues of the Victoria 's personal security conAlbert's death left her inconsolable. times are covered clearly and briefly sumes Brown's attention,and some
She withdrew from public duty and and the private personal agenda of scenes bring to mind 20th Century
called upon the services of John figures like the Prince of Wales events like the Kennedy assassinaBrown, a Scottish horseman and comes through subtlv but sharply. tion and the recent death of Princess
servant greatly praised by her husJudi Dench gives a flawless per- Diana.
band.
Informative , funny, touching,
formance as Victoria. Her acting is
Brown soon caused a scene in natural yet striking, and Scottish and extremely well orchestrated as
J. T* V¥\f VVH . H# .^ yj IVAhf 14. rut, *, *. f i r m
the royal household full of tense comedian Billy Connolly's perfor- a whole, "Mrs. Brown," directed by John Turturro looks for his spark.
silences and servants painfully anx- mance as Brown offsets Dench's John Madden was a hit at this year's
ious topleaseHer Highness. Brown, dolorous moments with a life and Cannes Film Festival!}
himself oncethought lost. There he's perceived -and finds it
as the Queen's personal servant, humor that make this piece unique.
aire no surprises in Box of Moon- largely accurate. Simultalight, even the cinematography neously, he cannot find a way
could probably be predicted,but out of his personality until he
that doesn't mean it fails to en- discovers Kid and his "box of
tertain. Certain feci good mov- moonlight."
ies do just that,simply feel good,
The predictability runslike a
and Box of Moonlight is one of fault line through the film
them.
though/and makes many of the .
• Turturro delivers a strong cleverermoments feel contrived. .
performanceasAlFountain> por- \,/¦A number of sipcVwriting tricks 7
traying the unsociable boss-per-? ¦l^sBer
i t^ie 'suspiense' and t^e in-'^
ceived a?, dull and ipripkly >y. .. terest 'level-'in; the film, and ?af .5,'
both the workmen he has underJtimes tlie sense ofexpwt^dn^s^-;:'
him and the wife and son he has ;about the enUre situation result?,-j;
at home. Though not as strong a iri the filjrt^ penchant $d .driB*."'*.
character,.ai the role;in. Bfirtpn > BoxofMoohiigh ifat
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ignored royal protocol and dared to
BY JOANN HARNDEN
treat the Queen simply as another
Copy Editor
human being, despite warnings not
to speak unless spoken to, and that
If you are sick of Jane Austen "you don't tell Her Majesty how
and JTte Madness of King George put- you feel."
ting you to sleep, give Her Majesty,
The film traces the little-known
Mrs. Brown a chance. With all of the story of their friendship which chalartistic and historical merits of a lenged Victoria'spopularity and the
period piece plus a fabulous sense era's.rigid code of propriety. In the
of humor,this movie is guaranteed end Brown's irreverence and spirit
to inform and to entertain.
turn outto be whatthe Queen needs
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Hb Specializing in Collision Repairs of All |H
E9
Vehicles, Foreign and Domestic
Kg

Colby students enjoy the last days of stress-free life , by
stretching out on Dana Lawn at the ActivitiesFair
this past weekend.

E9 Also complete alignment, shocks, struts, etc. Isfl
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Food and Fun - All in One
• Game Room
• Large 10' TV
artJuke Box
• Surround Sound
• CD
• D Board Challenge
• Food Served until Closing
* Beverage Specials Daily
- Hay Pool and Relax

Bowling Center Open at 9 a.m. 873-3739
Restaurant Open at 11 a.m . 873-7476
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Co»cge Night

Bowling
_* 10' T.V.
Bowline
$5 bucks join "the club" Ro^Bowl Moonlight
Bowling &
Viewing
' Frec shocs
- Sports
9pm to l2mid rt Mad ?f*
„
,
5E£J£
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Behind Eim city

Coffeehouse start ing up again

welcome Back!
Maytag Superwash Laundry. Shaw 's Plaza. Waterville
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A&E Editor

Last year's coffeehouse presented us with acts such as Ellis
Paul, Erika Wheeler, Pequod readings, and several open mic nights,
as well as its nightly supply of coffee, tea, and homemade snacks directly from the coffeehouse kitchen.
This year looks to be even more
exciting as the year opens with an
expansion of the room into theMary
Low lounge,allowing more privacy
and a new slew of volunteers.
The Coffeehouse is a non-profit
student organization located in
Mary Low, where students can go
and do homework. talk or listen to
quality music which often ranges
from folk to blues to rock. The coffeehouse is known for having outside talents as well as Colby bands
and performers. After its renovation this past summer,there are now
two private nooks (where the piano
in the Mary Low lounge formerly
rested) where students can escape
duringevents. "If s a place for people
to jgo and hide away if they are the
shy type," said Andrea Keisler '99,
who replaced Krista Brown '99 as
thehead of thecoffeehousethis year.
The season will open on Wednesday September 17 with a blues duo,
one of whom was the director of the
coffeehouse back in 1985, which
adds a homecoming feeling to the
new year. After the year kicks off,
Keisler,who will also be assisted by
Karen Whalley '98, hopes to keep it
open seven days a week from 7 p.m.
until Midnight. There is also a possibility of hours on weekend mornings because "the spa doesn't open
until one o'clock and I sometimes
find myself wandering around campus... There's no place to sit other
than your dorm room"said Keisler.
Prospects for concerts this fall
are Erika Wheeler, Ellis Paul, and a
lot of open mic nights. In addition to
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Matthews Bros, perform in the Coffeehouse last year.
regular events,Keisler hopes to "do
some kind of off the wall things" as
well as purchase an espresso machine, thus turning it into a "real
coffeehouse." Other possibilities
include a pie night and several
nights where students will be able
to explore their artistic abilities.
"We're going for a little bit of a
new look," said Keisler. "I think the
atmosphere ofthe coffeehouse could
be pretty good. I'm working on
making it less of a lounge and more
of a coffeehouse."
Though the Coffeehouse has always been known for its popular
chem-free events,Keisler hopes that
there will be more attendance on
theweekendsaswellasweeknights.
"They didn't have too many people
there on the weekends last year even
though it wasopen/' said Keisler. "I

don t think people knew it was
open."
With the already planned events
of Wheeler and open mic nights, as
well as the possibility of Dar Williams appearing sometime in the
spring, the Coffeehouse will again
offer weekly alternative entertainment this year. Keisler encourages
any suggestions that the Colby community may have to offer.Q
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Sex, dru gs and punk: a histor y in the makin g
BY JOANN HARNDEN
Clnm. F_f_it.nr

Want to know where Iggy Pop
got his name and who gave him
his first bout of the clap? What
made Sid Vicious cry? What does
CBGB's stand for? What lead
singer of a founding punk band
became Buster Pointdexter in the
80's? And where the name Punk
came from in the first place?. Please
Kill Me, The Uncensored Oral History of Punk,will fulfill all of these
desperate queries with fast-paced
anecdotal sty le.
In this decade, punk seems to
have become a musical style; but
is punk simply justrone sort of
musical sound, or is it an attitude,
lifestyle, political agenda, or just
plain anger?[ Please Kill Me addresses these issues, delving back
to punk's roots in the 1960-s New
York Art scene of Andy Warhol's
Factory and the Velvet Underground, Robert Maplethorpe and
Patti Smith, the White Panthers
and the Chicago Democratic National Convention of '68,and New
York clubs like Max's Kansas City
that gave the early bands a venue.
The book traces the development
of American bands such as the
Stooges, The Dead Boys, MC5,
Television,the Ramones,The New
York Dolls, and their influence on
British artists like David Bowie,
¦'
* AS*

'..

'.

the Clash, and , of course, The Sex
Pistols.
With all of the after-the-fact discussion about the punk lifestyle
and counterculture, the outsider
analysis of music "scenes," and
the abundance of movies about
underground art like "I Shot Andy
Warhol," "Basquiat," and the cult
classic "Sid and Nancy," not to
mention box-office hits like "The
Doors,"the approach taken by this
book's editors and main interviewers Leg' s- -' McNeil and Gillian
McCain is extremely refreshing.
From coyer to coyer, the text is
solely^ interview; material, words
right from the mouths of the band
members,fans,managers,roadies,
groupies, bar owners, record producers, hangers on, and other
members of the arts scene.
We never hear the voice of the
editors imposing an analysis of
what really happened and why;
we simply hear voice after voice of
the people who were in the midst
of it all, and McNeil and McCain
pull it off with amazing finesse.
They present multiple points of
view, some of which clearly conflict with each other, without ever
supporting any one view, and this
is one of the most entertaining and
informative aspects of the book. It
feels real, something very important to the punk scene itself in its
rebellion against the overproduced, ov erbud geted music of the

seventies. It unflinchingly covers
gory details- like blood splattered
ceilings, overdoses, hepatitis, and
incarceration without glamorizing
or condemning.
The editors themselveslend the
book a feeling of authenticity because they lived in the midst of it
all themselves. Legs McNeil christened the movement "punk" when
he and two of his, friends started
Punk magazine ih 1975, and he
later became features editor at Spin
and editor-in-chief of Nerve.Gillian
McCain,author ofthe collection of
prose-poems, Tilt, was the program coordinator of the Poetry
Project at St. Mark's Church, site
of Patti Smith's first readings and
the discovery of Jim Carroll's diaries.
So what exactly is punk all
about? That depends on who you
ask. McNeil says "The word 'punk'
seemed to sum up the thread that
connected everything we liked—
drunk, obnoxious, smart but not
pretentious,absurd,funny, ironic,
and things that appealed to the
darker side."He created his magazine for "wise guys...other fuckups like us. Kids who grew up
believing only in the Three
Stooges...who had parties when
their parents where awayand destroyed the house. You know,kids
that stole cars and had fun."
According to Wayne Kraimer
of the MC5, "bur social program

*
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became dope , rock & roll , and
fucking in the streets." And William Burroughs, godfather of
dope attests, "I always thought
a punk was someone who took
it up the ass."
Perhaps the most obvious
conclusion to draw from this
book is that punk, like most
cultural developments, was not
planned and synchronized , but
arose from many different
people with different motives
who ended up doing the "unallowed."
with the
7 The text concludes
or
debacle of
decay, collapse^
punk, depending on yourview-

point. The book delves deep
ehqug h to satisf y the punk
fiend; but '} McNHl. :and ''McCa:iix
edit their material with grace
and skill so that even a novice
to the punk w.orld7cari delve
right in, especially with a Who's
Who list at the end of the book.
And in true reckless rock arid
roll stylcy the first edition of
this list came out with a few
errors, including the erroneous
statement that Jac Holzman was
dead; so, as reparation, this edition includes 22 hew pages of often hilarious interview material.
(Penguin; September 9, 1997;
$14.95; 449 pages)C_t
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Sfc-t wave still crestin g

STP members try to put the pieces together
>
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Skavoovie

Blame it on the Bosstones. With the continued
mainstreaming of formerly unsigned and independent sounding and minded bands, listeners
continue to look for other musical outlets that
don't come across the airwaves at least once every
two commercial breaks. With the rising success of
the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Fishbone, and
others, Ska keeps gaining as a viable alternative to contemporary alternative rock, and of
course it lacks that hopeless charm that turned
Pearl Jam into the marketing boon that it was.
Riding the Ska wave, Boston based band
Skavoovie And The Epitones has arrived with
their second CD since the group's inception in
1992. Their album, Ripe, energetic and grounded
with heavy jazz influences as well as a Caribbean
beat adequately creates a party atmosphere with
fun and danceable tunes. Though lacking in the
way of innovation, Skavoovie maintains a high
energy throughout the album and never letting up
on the big band sound that plays an integral part in
Ska. However, Skavoovie does this without using
lyrics half of the time, and then with forgettable
and unintelligible lyrics for the rest of the song.
Not that this strategy is necessarily bad, seeing as
a number of Ska bands have done well without
much emphasis on lyrics.
However,with the emergence of bands like the
Bostonnes and Sublime, both of which do a good
job combining catchy lyrics with their tunes, listeners have in some respects come to expect more.
Skavoovie's fist song on the album, "Japanese
Robot," contains no lyrics at all but opens the
album with energy. They give listeners music to
move to,and
eventhenext
few songs,
"Blood Red
Sk y, "
"Aquaman,"
and "Frog
Sp irit'' all
m o v e
quickl y
while incorporating the
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ence put in Ripe^The music is fun arid well done,
with each performer clearly showing he can play.
Vocalist Ans Flights does make a contribution,
despite the inessential content of his lyrics. In
Ripe> as inmostSka,it'sthesound thatmatters,and
the sound's not bad.
, .

BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer
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Talk Show

With the
fate of the
S t o n e
Temple Pilots perched
precariously
on the hope
that
lead
singer Scolt
Weilandwill
overcome
his continuing problems witli
drugs and
law enforcement, the
other band members, drummer Eric Kretz, guitarist Dean DeLeo, and bassist Robert DeLeo have
teamed up with former 10-Inch Man frontman
Dave Coutts and put out a self-titled debut album,
Talk Show. In their first effort without Scott
Weiland, Talk Show keeps within the boundaries
established during their days as STP, but with a
slightly more relaxed feel and a slightly more poporiented sound.
The album opens with a loud and in some
instances messy "Ring Twice," a stock alternarock track without much lyrical or musical innovation.The lyrics feel borrowed,with sentiments
like "Every time I get less t warlt more... Everybody wants a celebration/ Ring twice evidently
no one's home/ Grain of salt is like a purification."This doesn't start off with a lot of promise,
but the album improves with each track.
"Everybody Lov es My Car"is a funny and light
tune wi thout a lot going on, but it's entertaining
nonetheless. Again, the lyrics don't provide a lot to
go on, but in this song the lack of lyrical intensity
comp letes its feel. The same istrue for the next track,
"Peeling an Orange." Although not as light as the
preceding song, it keeps its poppy sound and avoids
sounding like a STP clone. Some of the album's
familiar Ska slow-paced songs such as "John" and "Behind"
sound that succeed in keeping a consistent sound and avoid,to
we'vecometo a large extent , some of the cliches that appear in
expect from other portions of the album such as "Morning Girl"
standardslike and "Fill the Fields /'
Talk Show' does well in developing its own
The Allstoniansand Bim Skala Bim.
Towards the middle of the album however,the voice/independent from the successfu l but
,. sound starts assuming, a more jazzy (one and tne problem-stricken Stone Temple Pilots. AlWlyrics continue to grow more obscure. This slightly thoug h neither talk Show nor Scott Weiland
7 altered sound changes thei dynamic of the record, have announced any kind of break-up, both
moving it more towards an experimental jazz angle are busy pursuing solo ambitions and will
ap opposed to a Ska one. This isn
isn't
't a disastrous probabl y continue on that course. From the
liough the album does sound of their debut, Talk Show is trying
move by any means , although
' come off with almost a more
re tired feel by
by the end, very hard to create , a sound unconnected
* with much of the sound feeling
sling as though it's been with STP. Iri several instances they achieve
, thoroughly played before.
that goal; though in a number of others the
Skavoovie 's ten man ensemble
iisemble gives them the old sound still leaks through. Fans of STP
flexibility to travel towardss a more jazzy feel with won't find quite the same thing from Talk Show,
' their looks and dress (strikingl
rikingl y similar
similar to
to the but they will find a number of similarities with
nt from their West Coast * more pop infusions. Overall, Talk Show is a solid
> . Bosstones and quite different
¦ musical counterparts) reminiscent
niscent of a smoky base- , debut effort and if the band continues moving tot
ere the band began after ward tlieir , own sound, they could achieve some
|
ment club. These clubs, where
inf lu- deserved notoriety.? J , ' ,
]\ finishing with high school proms ,carry their influ;
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The overall feelingofthe showis
* The c _irrent ej chibit iii the Golby lively and uniquely entertaiinihg.
Museum of Art, "Exotica: Paintings The worksrange widely in Size/arid
and Installation by Hunt Slonem," the smaller, more intimate pieceis
has transformed the downstairsJette show the artist's appreciation of his
Gallery into a tropical paradise com. subjects' personalities as well as a
plete with potted palm trees. The subtlety arid sense of humor- 'that
exhibit features over 100of Slonem's make the exhibit so.erijoyable. One
paintings from the past decade, painting, for example, depicts a
many of whichfeaturebirds,though "Contortionist and Cockatoos."
Slonem focuses on a variety of flora Slonem's skill extends to humans as
and fauna including rabbits, mon- well, with focus on portraits of
keys; frogs and ocelots (something saints, the Countess Natasha, and
like a leopard).
Rudolph Valentino in a style someThe installation's exotic style re- what like Matisse's painting. Keep
flects the artist's love for traveling an eye out for double images in
to places like India and Haiti, and pieces like "The Countess" which
his residence at age 16 in Latin looks like both a face and a groupof
America. The exhibition's theme birds '
also derives its flavor from
While keeping 300 exotic birds
Slonem's studios, which house in his studio may make Slonem seem
more than 300 exotic birds, as well eccentric,and may make mess of his
as his extensive collection of Neo- work, Shana Dumont '99, who put
Gothic furniture, chandeliers, per- the exhibit together with Slonem
fume bottles, reliquaries, shiny stressed his cooperation in their colglass spheres called "witches' laboration. She was also impressed
balls," an elephant sculpture, a with the interactive nature of the
monumental replica of the statue installation: "This show does a good
of liberty, and even a church con- job of interactively representing
fessional. His collection of art ob- Slonem as an artist. The feather room
jects also includes a dynamic vari- seems so alive."
ety of frames intriguing enough Also coming up at the museum:
to exhibit on their
Daphne Cummings —
own. The walls of
Oct. 19 to Dec. 15
the gallery, like his
studio, have been Fall Faculty Exhibit —
repainted in strikNov. 14 to Dec. 31
ing colors, like a
M
bag of skittles: in- AIA Design Awards Program —
tense red, pink,
lavender, and an almost flurescent
"Exotica" will be in the museum
lime green , and a remarkable room until November 2,1997,where Hunt
whose walls have been stuck with Slonem will discuss his work dh
feathers from the artists' enormou s September 18 at 4 p.m. The talk is
collection.
open to anyone interested and a
Slonem, originally from Kittery, reception will follow from 5 to 6
Maine, has lived in New York City pm- i
for many years. He has received
Othercu_rentexhibitsindude "Cutnumerous awards for his work and outs by Alex Katz" on display in the
has displayed his work in places as Schupf WmgunnlDecemberSl;"20thdi vers e as New York , Madrid , century Art in the Museum's CollecBarcelona ,the Philippines and Haiti. tion" which includes work by Colby
The sty le and content of much of his professor AbbbtMeaderaswellasNdl
work shows a contrast between the Welliver,Roy Lichtenstein,and Chuck
constraints of urban life and the free- Close, among others, and runs unt il
dom and vibrancy of the exotic. His October31;thepermanentJohnMarin
sty le, both abstract and representa- Collection; and "Americans arid
tional,often resembles the wild col- Paris ," impress ion ist works from
ors used by the Fauves and his brush Amer ican art is t s such as Whistler ,
stokes convey t he movement of Cassatt and Homer. The musetim
fea thers and w ings in flight. He w ill also be hol ding a memor ial for
pain t s quickly and loosel y, and Edward H. Turner called "Setting
sometimes uses the end of his brush Sail,in Honor of Edward H. Turner"
to scratch out a grid on the surface in mid-Sfeptember. The museum is
to simulate the bars of a bird cage, open Mbnday - Saturday from 10
but thesebars also br ing to mind the &.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Sunday
rigidity and constraint of modern from 2 to 4 p.m., and admission/is
urban life. Muted tones dominate fre e.Q

BY .JOANN HARNDEN

Get off the Hill for a home-cooked breakfast at

BONNIE'S
DINER
Bonnie 's Famous Homemade Coffee Cake- $1.25
Welcome Back Colby Students!!
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Field hockey
ready to stick
it to opponen ts
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

After a disappointing season last
_ftU, the 1997 women's field hockey
team is ready to make amends. As
tryouts concluded Monday, Head
Coach Heidi Godomsky sized up the
,andfi^
thi^onepkyerstryingout
a-varsitysquad of eighteen strongathletes.Ctfthoserosteredp_ayere,thirteen
areupperc_3_smenretunungfrom last
season. The remaining five women
making the cuts werefreshmeln, addingsomenewfacesandstrongdepthto
the veteransquad.
When askedabout her assessmentof
this year's squad, Godomsky answered,
'Tm very optin_ i_tic. We've got a really
strong group of gjais thisseason,"
That group is led by tri-captains
BetsyMetcalfe'98,Erika Ayers '98,and
Katie Taylor '98. Each has one year bf
experience as captain under their belt
and will again be excellentteamleaders. JoiningMetcalfe at the forward
jlbsitipnwillbe JaimeCassidy '00 and
Robynhe DeCaprio '00, who had impressive pre-seasonsarid are expected
toperfoimweUth^
_hede_e__5ivesideofthe_
ieId,thetempo
wiflbesetl^Tayk^^
Arr__rk_mdefierder
/ who___ ished_ a_^
sonwifhthiiaegaabandanassist
WiihthisowecrfiJEftnw^
isl_tdedqL_Dttl_attteteam\^
its 1996season.Pb___%o^tvwwir_^_fe
women_osttwe_vegj a_nes,ind^^ two

FOOTBAIJjy C^mlM ^

Expect to see youngerplayers in the ¦¦¦- just alx)ut everyp^tioh.''
rotation as they gain the necessary
The man who willlead this team
experience.However,the'97squadis is Head Coach Tom Austin. Co
not in any waya youngteam. With 8 wiiurmgestcpach,Ausptm twastsacaseniors and 30juniorsreturningtofill reer total of 42 wins, in&uoinga 30out the roster, Colby has the expert 17-l_^ordandsixCBBtities o^rthe
encenec«ssaiytoihakebigplays,and - . , past sbt seasons. Austin' jbiihj^ - with
win biggamies.
him^to the gridiron aseasoned cofeof
^
Wh^askedwhotolookoutforih assistant
coaches. Their goed k hot
theujxoming season,Drude repUed, just to be successhilin the NESCAC,
"We're all going to play as a team; but to defend the prized CBBtrophy.
We're not looking towards one or For the past eight years, Colby has
twostarstocarryus.We'vegotstrong dominated what CoachAustincallsa
startersand sometalented backupsat "seasonwithinaseason''bypostinga

longlosingstreaksof both five and six
games. However, half of the team's
losses werehandedto themby a margin df only one goal, a sign that the
womenwererarely everoutofcompetition.
"Everyonefsready.I thinkthey're relx»unding from a tough season and are
ready to win
games," said
on some bigbst
C^oms_y theirr^Dad season will
have oh this fall's performance. "We
didn't lose anyone, whichwas a big
factor.We've got everyonecoming bade,
of
with the exoe^tiori one girl abroad.. I
t__tr_kweVegc*awmningseasonaheadof
vs."
The questfor saidwiiwing seasonbegins immediately.Tiescheduleis loaded
witiibiggamiesinSeptoi^
ber 13 home opener will pit the Mules
against Eastern Connecticut, whom the
team didnot playlastyear.Thefollowing
week/the Tufts wqnnert come to MayAowerHilLTheJuritobea^
01astyear,and vengeanceisdue. QnSepternber 24, the team finishes up its first
homes*andwithagameagaii_aU^
ru{^Co]by32_a_tMThefinalga__teof
themcmthisatGcni^^
women do battle with the NESCAC
tea_3fithat^tthem2-riastSeptember.
Other key games will include
Bates and Bowdoin, both at home
this year, on the 25th and 28th of
October, respectively. It will undoubtedly be a tough season, but
the team appears to be ready to
meef the challenge with rousing
success.Q
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16^i-i recbi_aga_jlistarchri^
and Bowdoin.
This Saturday, the team scrimmageshJESCACppwerho^T^
College.That sc_rimmageshould give
Austinand his staff an idea of what
last minute adjustments need to be
made before opening d^. The followmgweek,Sat^ay S^ember20,
the Mulesopenthereseasonat home
againstWilliams.The game is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. at Sekverns Field
and can alsobe heard liveon WMHB
":
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Men's cross countr ylooksto upcomin g
season m^my/ m^^^mm/MmM/ ,
:
<

BY TIM FOLEY

Contributing Writer
This year looks to be a very
encouraging one for the Colby
men's cross country team. One of .
the main reasons for the optimistic outlook is the return of a familiar face to the squad. This fall, the
team welcomes Head Coach James
Wescott back to Mayflower Hill.
Fresh from a year long sabbatical
in New Zealand, Wescott is read y
to take the team to new heights.
As expected, Wescott was met
by aifeady arid Waitings^ad wWdi
returns 4 of 7 varsity ranhers from
last year. Wescbtt's task is to pre-

-

-p

pare the team for a season in which
all expectations are for them to improve on the team's eighth place
finish in the NESCAC last year.
One look at the team showsthat the
goal is definitely attainable. Colby
is fortunate enough to have a good
balance of experience and youth,
which will not only provide for this
season ssuccess,but continued success in years to come. Senior cocaptain Sam Harris,returningfrom
a semester abroad,is anticipated to
be the leader on thei team. Junior
co-^captain Wilson Everhart and
sophomores Tom Dulong and Tim
Foley also return from last year's
team and should have successful

IsM ^Sireet

^

(207) 872-6100
Noil & Tanning Studio
We Use Only The Finest Pro-Onh.
Brands Available?
Manic
ures
CREATIVE-OPI-BACKSCATCHERS
Pedicur es
TAMMY TAYLOR-SWEDISH BEAUTY
NadRepair
AUSTRALIAN GOLD & MORE!
NadArt

A i r b m s km g
AcryBcNaib
Gels/ W r a p s
NailJewelry

seasons. Other upperclassmen joining the team are Jose Lafios '98,
Rory Maher '98 and Oliver
Griswold '99.
This core of experienced
upperclass runners will help to
provide the backbone of the team,
and will undoubtedly be indispensable as leaders to a half dozen
freshman team members.
Larios says on the outlook for
the season, "It's good to have
Coach Wescott back. I think the
combination of his return, the
upperclass experience,and the talented new runners should make
for a promising season. Yeah!"
Larios'enthusiasm is shared by
the rest of the team, and for good
reason. With everyone putting in
a summer of quality training,
things are looking promising for
the upcoming year. However, the
men will be put to the test early on
ih the season as they kick off on
September 20 at Bowdoin. The following weekend the squad will
travel to Middlebury for the Panther Invitational. Fortunately, all
the pieces of a triumphant season
seem ready to fall into place and
only time will tell how things come
together.Q

1997 l-PUY Soccer Season Kickin g Off

Tuesday, Sept ember 16
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PARTY. MEET PEOPLE
AND GET PAID Promote
KODAK Spring Break
trips. We'll pay you more
than anyone else... GUARANTEED! NO F. ISK... we
handle all the bookkeeping.
CALL WORLD CLASS
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000 VACATIONS® 1-800-222Credit Card fundrai sers for 4432 Our 21st year.
fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus orga- AGENTS -NOEXPERIENCE
nization can raise up to Company Expanding - $12$1000 by earning a whop- 18 hr. + Bonuses. Send
ping $5.00/VISA applica- SASE for Details to:
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528
Interhattoriai
ext 65. Qualified callers re1375 Coney Island Ave.
ceive FREE ^SHIRT
Ste. 427
Br^klyn,NY 11230
#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Raise all the money your Spring Break '98 - Sell
group needs by sponsoringa Trips, Earn Cash & Go
VISA Fun draiser on your Free!!! StudentTravel Sercampus. No investment & vices is ribW hirir .g campus
very little time needed.There's reps/group organizers.
no pbligation.so> why not call Lowest ra tes to Jamaica ,
for information today.Call 1- Mexico & Florida. Call 1800-323:8454 x 95,
860-648^4849.
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SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches , Cadill acs ,
Chevys , BMW's, Corvettes. Also jeeps,4WD's.
Your Area. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 EXT A-10854 for
current listings.
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Reliable , knowledgable referees are needed.
7 Contact Paul Conway x4610 or Andy McCullough x4658. j
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Roster sheets can be picked up in the Student
Activities Office, Robins 103,or Schupf 300.
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Open and Dorm League rosters must be
received by Monday , Sept 15.
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*Women's X-country looks
forward to another successful
season. Page 17

C olby football set to defend CBB
^M ATT APUZZG
Sports Editor 77

Football team a mix of exp erience and new talent.

Last November/ the Colby football team
walked off the field with a 3-5 record. However, there Was much to be proUd of , as they
were crowned the CBB champions after an
impressive win at home agairtst Bowdoin. So
there is a lot to be expected from the men of
the gridiron this fall7 7
While the team was hurt by the graduation of several key seniors, especially on the
offensive squad, they are plush With youhg
teient. ^arterback Nathan Bradley '99 will
be under center f pr his first seias6h as the
number oneiqharterbacki Bradley performed
well the last two seasons as a backup and'i&
ready to ;take the helm Of the^ ^^
team Can also look forward hy big seasons
from running backs:Chj _is Sheehan '99 and
Don Gage?99. Both Sheehan and Gage have
seen considerableplaying rimeand will proEcho photo by Amy Rzeznikiewicz duce yards from the onset of the season.
Luckily for the backfield , they will be pro-

Anchors away for
men's and
women 's crew

ers taking the fall semester abroad,
will also enter th eseason with th eir
Sports Editor
eyes firmly focused on training for
the spring season. Captains Amy
The signs have been plastered Charles '98and Courtney Ilgenfritz
all over campus hailing the begin- '00 lead the pack, along with sevning of another Colby Crew sea- eral young faces.
son: "Hard Bodies or your Money
"We've got three new freshBack." It's not just a slogan, how- men who are going to be rowing
ever, for it is highly unlikely that with Varsitythis fall,sothey should
any rower will be receiving a re- work in well/' Ilgenfritz said of the
fund come this winter. As one of new additions to the team: ,
the most physically demanding -:¦ As of how, the goals for the
sports at Colby, the crew teams women's season are geared totheir previous
have already set out to prepare for wards bettering
¦
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/ / ¦/ y ;• • - . : ' times. Keeping
the;." grueling 7
1 a focused head
spring season.
With four
about the whole
...a
successful
fall
races this fall
s e a s o n;' ,
will lead into a
for both the
Ilgenfritz; said
men
and
dominatin g sprin g. that "it s all
about building
women, Coach
Mark Davis
' .. for the spring
feels that both
right now.;.Sobteams are "in position to have good viously,everyone gets pumped for
seasons/' The men, who have a the Head of the Charles,but as for
staggering twenty-three members our season, it really is just another
on this season's team will be led by race for us to use to get focused for
co-captains Stuart Willson '98 and the spring."
Regardless of how the teams
Scott Shirey '98. Also expected to
do this fall , Davis expects "really
row well is Guy Hiighes '99.
¦'We've got two guys abroad this fast boats" all season long. And
fall,but we've also got one of the big- most likely,the teams will meet his
gestteamsever^ withalot of retijuiiing expectations, and a successful fall
' think will lead into a dominating spring;
sophomores," said Willson. !
We'rcreadyforareailystrongseason/' • And so;the "hard bodies"guar^7 M
graduation loss, antee still stands, with torowers
t^ men's team looks impressive, pushing t^ernselyesdaily shape
atid ivill use the fall seasohtp prep > up. As the ergometers get¦ going,
and the TO^eM^pbnj^ue _p'"' itiii;
themselves for the approaclii_
i^
¦
8pringi7;;:? ^;;;7:;;;: ' ; :^. y / / / / 'ii the team does not expect to have to
^y
refntiburs e ariy6ne'8:imb_iey,P

BY MATT APUZZO

^

tected by a strong offensive line, led by co-

captain Jon Barry '98. This strong offensive

front will give Bradley time to throw, and

provide running room for the backs.
"Ithink the linecould be the strongest part
of our team this year," said co-captain Andrew Drude '98.
The defensive unit will undoubtedly be
tremendous this season. Drude, who missed
all but one game last season with a leg injury
incurred at Williams, will anchor the
linebacking core. He will be joined by James
Scribner '99 and Aaron Whitmore '99 ir
iwhat
he describes as a "more attack style defense."
Scribner replaced Drude during his injur y
last season, and stepped up impressively,
earning the WMHB Defensive Player of the
Year Award. Also returning from last year's
squad are defensive ends Ben Johnston '98
and Ryan Aldrich '99.
A special key to the success of the team
this season will be the young talent. A strong
showingfrom first-yearand sophomore playerswill givetheteam somewellneededdepth.
See FOOTBALLon pa ge 18

Colby men's soccer to improve on
last year 's season
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

This year 's men's soccer team
is a tough, untested squ ad with

high ambitions and a work ethic
to back them up. Dedicated and
persistent, the tea m has had an
intense pre-season, gearing up for
a successful showing this fall. Finishing last season at 8-6, the team's
first and foremost goal is to improve their record.
"We've just got to go but and
win some more games... and I
think we'll be better than last
year ," said tri-captain Graham
Nelson '98.
Certainly, they are poised to do
so. Colby soccer has an impressive
tradition;claiming victories ih 68%
of their games since 1990, fielding a
tremendous 73-28-6 record.
With Nelson at goalkeeper
once again for the Mules, the team
will have consistency and experience in the net. At the fdrward
position , Eric / Saucier fQO and
Michael Salerno '00J will join tri-i
captain Andrew Young '98 in the
Ec/io photo by Kristina Smith
mission to pound opposing goalies full of holes. A healthy ROss Men 's soccer anticipates an exciting season.
McEwen '99 would significantly
add more depth to the position.
Young will anchor the midfield playing time, as this will surely
The men played their annual
position. Joining him this season be d majo r factor in the team's . alumni game on Saturday, winwill be veteran Matt Williams '99 success.;/ ' ./.-;.- ;';,' ' y : ,
ning 2-0; this Saturda^J: they
Coabh Mark Serdjenian re- travel to Norwich tbi b^eh their
whose speed aricl agility should
made him able to move/ "to that turns to Mayflower Hill this sea- season. Then , bn September 16;
position. Williams is orie of eight son io begin his 22rid yekr coach- ¦ the team r^jtiii-nsV to v;May flower
juriiors returnirig ^b the tclam from ing men's soccer. Serdjenianivas y Hill for the home opener against
last season; which should provide an Ail-Mainegoalkeeper at Gdlby, the / Uriiver^
the Mules with some ekperiehcy/ and /wa s giyien the honors of both / W^th the season just around the
to compliment the young talent / Marine and New England Coach / /corner , this ^'untested" squ^cl wiH
on the squad . It will be interest- pi the YearinColby 's hnd^eated 7sbon)hb.^f/ '
:^^
ing td see ho\y tlie|/younger, leissrV 1990 season j |Her^
JtKlng^
experienced players a&apt to more' / *sfotehbnqr.ag^h^^^
/|eate/$:/gbi^
'yyy 'y y y/ ^ ::.:.7. «;.•.;J^

